THE 3-STEP APPROACH TO COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OR COMPARING AND CONTRASTING
**STEP 1: DETERMINE YOUR RESEARCH TOPIC**

- Begin examining and collecting peer reviewed research articles.
STEP 1: DETERMINE YOUR RESEARCH TOPIC

- Visit the NCU library and organize the articles by section headers or themes.

Database Searching Tutorials:
- Searching 101 Workshop
- Searching 102 Workshop
STEP 1: DETERMINE YOUR RESEARCH TOPIC

- Organize articles by using a graphic organizer.

Tutorial: ASC Review of Literature Matrix

Refer to the Review of Literature Excel by visiting the Academic Success Center
THE 3-STEP APPROACH TO COMPARISON AND CONTRAST OR COMPARISON ANALYSIS

- Attend a Synthesis and Analysis Group Session for further assistance on Monday’s at 5pm PT.
- Please visit ASC and register for an academic coaching session. After registering, you can use the same link to self-schedule group sessions.